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Globalization also brings an international division of labor, in which comparatively wealthy workers from core nations compete with the low-wage labor pool of peripheral and semi-peripheral nations. This can lead to a sense of xenophobia, which is an illogical fear and even hatred of foreigners and foreign goods. Corporations trying to maximize

Dec 12, 2021 · The political transition that followed the death of Mao in September 1976 not only embodied the resolution of the contradictions around the role of the CPC in guiding the course of development in China’s economy, but also, as Wen emphasizes, brought a new and younger cohort of leaders to prominence in the years after 1979.

Dec 29, 2016 · Global political economy is a field of study that deals with the interaction between political and economic forces. At its centre have always been questions of human welfare and how these might be related to state behaviour and corporate interests in different parts of the world. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, alerts us


About the Journal. Focusing on the history of economic thought and analysis, History of Political Economy has made significant contributions to the field and remains an important means of communication. In addition to book reviews, each issue contains the products of original research on the development of economic thought, the historical background behind major figures in the ...

Mar 01, 2017 · Abstract. Inequality in all its forms is the defining global problem and increasingly the defining political problem of our age. A monumental body of scholarly research seeks to understand the drivers behind the vast and accelerating patterns of socio-economic inequality in the global political economy.

Global Economy uOld: – U.S. dominance of the world economy and world trade. – U.S. dominance in world FDI. – U.S. firms dominance of international business. – ½ of the world economies (Communist dominated) were off-limits to western businesses.

Mar 01, 2010 · Liberal international political economy (IPE) is the offspring of a marriage between mainstream international economics with its
focus on markets and mainstream international relations with its emphasis on the state. While clearly involving the traditional disciplines of economics and political science, liberal scholarship in IPE tends to be housed ... 

Module 1 presents an introduction to the green economy. It describes some of the international discussions that have given rise to the term and discusses varying definitions. This module presents a rationale for moving toward a green economy by Green Economy Caribbean Political Advisory Group (GEPAG) formed in 2014 and

Apr 09, 2006 · Political economy is not about the relationship between commodities, prices, supply and demand: it is first and foremost about people and the social relationships between them – about the owners of wealth and how they use it to exploit others; about what is produced and how. In that sense economics is both political and social and historical.

Political economy is the study of production and trade and their relations with law, custom and government; and with the distribution of national income and wealth. As a discipline, political economy originated in moral philosophy, in the 18th century, to explore the administration of states' wealth, with "political" signifying the Greek word polity and "economy" signifying the ...

Political battles, internal to Europe, were now increasingly played out on the international stage. The movement of migrants and refugees also destabilized long-held institutions; changes in politics were responding to this new found diversity.